
                                                      
 
 
 

Printmaking is my passion. 
 
As an art historian, I am continually fascinated and impressed with the role of 
printmaking in the art world from the softly monochromatic mezzotints of the earlier 
Baroque to the bold carved lines of the German Expressionist. (I collect 17th & 18th 
century Japanese woodblock prints and European and American etchings by 
contemporary printmakers.) Almost every culture fosters some form of printmaking. It 
may be a formal art genre or a decorative/fabric art process, such a batik. I enjoy 
exploring, employing, and modifying techniques from history, such as the white-line, 
multi-colored woodcuts of the women members of the  Providence Printmakers from the 
mid-last century or the less toxic etching and intaglio processes available today.  
 
Printmaking allows me to explore possibilities and to express the many sides of my 
creativity.  On one hand, I love the expressive line of dry point, the deep, velvet-like 
texture of mezzotints,  and the rich depths of etchings. I create these prints using a zinc or 
copper plate and print them on my home studio press. And on the other hand, I enjoy the 
freedom of monotypes and monoprints and the spontaneous or controlled abstractions 
that often result.  I may produce these on acrylic plates. I also like the reverse thinking  
necessary for carving linocuts and woodblock prints. I frequently use a hand baren to 
produce these. In addition, I may apply watercolor or gouache or combine my prints with 
other materials to create mixed media works that have a character all their own. These 
depend largely on elements of design and composition and the layering of materials and 
concepts. I also search antique shops for metal batik tjaps (stamps) and wooden fabric 
chops that I repurpose to add textural elements and to connect the past with the present. 
 
From multiples to monotypes to mixed media, printmaking is a multi-step, hands-on 
process that provides me with endless creative avenues to explore. There is an appeal to 
prints that defies definition.  And the joy of viewing a print when it comes off the press, 
as the paper is lifted to reveal the image is a gift and a small, magical moment every time.  
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